
 

PRESS NOTE 

WORK BEGINS ON NEW IONIAN MOTORWAY WORK SITE,  
A KEY MOBILITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT FOR SOUTHERN ITALY 

 
1,500 JOBS CREATED FOR PROJECT LED BY WEBUILD GROUP 

 
MILAN, May 14, 2020 – The creation of 1,500 direct and indirect jobs is the latest growth and employment 
opportunity in southern Italy with the start of work on the third mega lot of the Ionian Motorway, which will 
witness the laying of the first stone at a ceremony to be held on Tuesday, May 19 at Francavilla Marittima in 
the province of Cosenza. The lot, worth about €980 million and commissioned by the state road agency 
Azienda Nazionale Autonoma delle Strade (ANAS) as part of a total investment of €1.3 billion, is being done 
by Webuild Group, which is overseeing the consolidation of the country’s infrastructure sector in order to 
strengthen and relaunch it as part of Salini Impregilo’s Progetto Italia (Project Italy) plan. 

The Mega Lot 3 of the Ionian Motorway consists of the construction of a new section of the SS-106 from SS-
534 (km 365+150) in Sibari to Roseto Capo Spulico (km 400+000) in the region of Calabria. Work is expected 
to last seven years. 

The section will be 38 kilometres long, running within one kilometre of the old route to help connect the 
Ionian coastlines in the regions of Calabria, Basilicata and Puglia. It will also connect the A3 motorway with 
Puglia. The project will improve the area with restoration work at the Archeological Park of Sybaris. 

The Ionian Motorway will be part of the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T), a European initiative to 
connect transport networks across the region. It will improve sustainable mobility within Italy and the rest of 
Europe. 

With a record of 80,291 kilometres of roads and highways built across the globe, the Webuild Group is 
working on other TEN-T projects in southern Italy, such as the high-speed railway between Naples and Bari, 
namely the 18-kilometre Apice-Hirpinia section valued at €608.1 million, and the Naples-Cancello section, 
15.9 kilometres long and valued at €397 million. In Sicily, the Group is expanding a 38-kilometre section of 
the Bicocca-Catenanuova railway for €186 million. The railway will facilitate travel between Palermo and 
Catania in less than two hours, benefitting local workers and travellers. 

**** 

Webuild, the new group born in 2020 from Salini Impregilo, is a leading global player in the construction of large, complex projects 
for sustainable mobility, clean hydro energy, clean water, green buildings, supporting clients in achieving sustainable development 
goals (SDGs). The Group is the expression of 114 years of engineering experience applied in 50 countries on five continents with 
50,000 direct and indirect employees from more than 100 nationalities. Recognized for five years by Engineering News-Record (ENR) 
as the world leader in water infrastructure (such as dams, hydraulic tunnels, water and wastewater management, and water 
treatment and desalination plants), it ranks since 2018 among the top 10 in the environment sector and it is also leader in sustainable 
mobility (especially metro and rail lines, in addition to roads and bridges). A signatory of the United Nations Global Compact, the 
Group’s expertise is displayed in projects such as the M4 metro line in Milan, Grand Paris Express, Cityringen in Copenhagen, Sydney 
Metro Northwest, Red Line North Underground in Doha, Line 3 of the Riyadh Metro and the high-speed railways in Italy. Other 
projects include the new Genoa Bridge and the new Gerald Desmond Bridge in Long Beach, California, the expansion of the Panama 
Canal, the Snowy 2.0 hydroelectric power station in Australia, the Rogun hydroelectric dam in Tajikistan, the Anacostia River and 
Northeast Boundary tunnels in Washington, D.C. and the Al Bayt 2022 World Cup stadium in Qatar. In 2019, new orders totalled 
€8.1 billion, with a total backlog reaching €36.2 billion. Some 85% of the backlog for construction orders involves projects tied to the 
sustainable development goals of the United Nations (SDGs), while 60% concerns the reduction of greenhouse emissions. Webuild, 
subject to direction and coordination by Salini Costruttori SpA, is headquartered in Italy and is listed on the Milan Stock Exchange 
(Borsa Italiana: SAL; Reuters: SALI.MI; Bloomberg: SAL:IM). 

 
More information at www.webuildgroup.com 

http://www.webuildgroup.com/
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